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Introduction
A property business is just that - a business. All the general rules of running and
marketing a business apply to student landlords as much as they do to British
Airways or the local corner shop.
The key to a successful business is understanding your customers and providing
them with the right products and services at a reasonable price. Student letting is
about providing decent property in the right location at the right rent.
It’s as simple as that, although success may seem easy once you are there. Every
overnight sensation takes a lot of hard work, and running a successful letting
business is no different.
Running a successful student letting business offers no easy way to riches. Student
landlords work long hours sourcing, renovating and maintaining their property.
After hours, someone needs to keep up with ever-changing letting laws and complete the accounts and tax returns.
This book is here to help you draw on the author’s 12 years’ experience in student
letting and his feedback from countless landlords about their frustrations, successes and failures in the business.

About This Book
Student Letting is an in-depth guide for landlords renting property to students.
First, it will help you understand how to research your business and source the
right property.
1

Then, it will explain the legal considerations for letting a house in multiple occupation - a shared house for three or more tenants sharing a kitchen or bathroom.
Lastly, you can find out about running your student letting business.
In summary, the book covers:
Picking

the right student property for rental profit
Handling

house in multiple occupation (HMO) issues
Finding

student tenants
Managing

rents, repairs and tenants
Getting

rid of bad tenants
Keeping

good financial records
Paying

less landlord and property tax
Don’t worry about reading the book from cover to cover - the contents have been
specially formatted so you can dip in where you would like to read a particular
section.

Conventions Used In This Book
To help you get to the content you want, we’ve worked hard to keep to a consistent format:
Square

bullets like this one mark lists of important information
Bold

text introduces new topics or expands the current topic, like:

This is a section head
This is a subheading
2

Pages with a grey background contain incidental information that gives some
background or examples about the chapter subject matter - but don’t worry, these
are not vital if you are in a hurry and can easily be skipped and read later.

About You
You have read a lot about us, so here is some information we assumed about you
that we kept in mind while writing this book:
You

are a student landlord, or are thinking about dipping your toe in
the water - maybe because you are looking at a cost-effective way to help
a son or daughter with accommodation during their time at university
You

are not a lawyer or accountant, so need some legal pointers about
things like planning, HMO licensing and tax for landlords
You

don’t have the time to research stuffy guidance written by councils
or other organisations with an agenda
You

want bite-size nuggets of information that tell you exactly what you
need to know - and then point you to an online resource for further
information

Finding What You Need to Know
This book is divided into four parts. Each part is split into chapters dealing with
specific topics, broken down into sections. The two tables of contents will help
you find your way - the first gives the contents at a glance and the second includes
the main subheadings within each chapter.
Here’s what you will discover in each part:

Part 1 - Student Letting Facts & Figures
Skip the first chapter if you like - this part looks at the student letting market
in numbers, but if you already have student property, the data may be interest3

ing but not that vital, while new landlords may find the information helps them
decide where to buy and why.
The other chapters look at choosing a student letting property, the legal requirements of letting a shared house and readying your property for letting.

Part 2 - Dealing With Tenants
This part deals with the nitty-gritty of finding and managing student tenants.

Part 3 - Dealing With The Finances
An in-depth look at keeping financial records and paying tax on rental profits.

The Appendices
The last section offers three appendices giving more detailed statistics about the
student letting market, template business forms and letters, and finally, some
online resources for further research.
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Part 1

Student Letting:
Facts And Figures

Chapter 1

Why Student Letting?
Crunching
Britain’s
Why

the numbers

top university towns and cities

student lets top other property investments

Different

types of investment

S

o you want to be a student landlord and would like to know some more
about starting a property business before you take the plunge? Many prospective student landlords see the pound signs clocking up rental profits, but
often fail to see the downsides of running a property business. They dive right in
without considering the pros and cons.
Many student landlords take on the responsibility of maintaining and managing
their properties and, for them, the business often becomes a lifestyle choice as
well as a source of income.
Before buying a property, every prospective student landlord should sit down and
make some tough decisions – the first two are where to invest and who will take
on the day-to-day management of the rental business.
Homing in on the right place to invest involves serious research - and to make the
task easy, this chapter puts together the latest statistics about student numbers,
house prices and rents. You still have to make the business decisions on buying
and running a property - and don’t forget the figures are averages, so you need to
check they apply to where you want to invest.
7
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Crunching The Numbers
Working out whether letting to students is financially viable comes down to some
simple number crunching.
Take a buy-to-let landlord renting a three-bedroom house to a young family. At
the time of writing, the average UK rent for a house is £687 per month, according to the monthly letting survey by LSL Property Services.
The figures come from analysing the firm’s sales and properties for rent – and as
one of the UK’s largest chains of letting agents, the figures are reasonably reliable.
Their letting agent brands include well-known names like Your Move and Reeds
Rains.
Now, take that same buy-to-let and rent to three students at, say, £80 a week each
for a bedroom and shared facilities. This will pay the landlord £240 a week or
£1,040 per month, around double of letting the same property to a family.
If the house is a large three-bed with a kitchen-diner, dining room and sitting
room downstairs, the owner may have scope to take in an extra student and increase income by another £80 a week, up to a potential £1,386 a month.
Renting to students is more profitable then other letting because the business
model generates more income from a property than any other type of rental.
Making more money is a definite plus for student letting, but the cost of entry
into the market is also more expensive. Student landlords have to outlay more
money to prepare a property for rental to comply with tighter fire, health and
safety rules.
Additionally, student lets need more hands-on management than buy-to-lets, as a
house split into multiple lets needs more attention.
The student letting market is huge and expanding. According to the Higher Edu8
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cation Statistics Agency (HESA), just fewer than 2.5 million students registered
with higher education institutions in 2011-12, and 435,000 of them were from
the European Union or overseas. The figures have progressively increased over the
past 10 years and demand is expected to hold up for some time to come – despite
the changes to the funding structure of higher education.
England, Scotland and Wales have around 75 key university towns and cities –
and these institutions only have accommodation for 27% of students that sign up
for courses, which is around 675,000 beds.
That leaves 1.825 million students seeking a home during term-time.
Next, come the big corporate accommodation providers. The largest is Unite
Group. Unite offers around 40,000 beds. In terms of the market, universities and
corporate landlords have an estimated 30% share, leaving private landlords to
take up the slack of 1.78 million students.

What’s the market worth?
Assuming each student pays an average £80 a week rent for 40 weeks a year, that
makes the student rental market in the UK worth around £5.6 billion to private
landlords.
Looking at the size of the market and demand for places should have any prospective student landlord rubbing their hands in glee at the prospect of the profits
to be made. The trouble is, business is rarely as easy as that. The student letting
business has lots of positives, but other factors beyond the control of landlords
affect the market as well.

More students looking to study
Two simple factors are driving the demand for places – demographics mean that
the country has more people leaving school at aged 18 than ever before.
These young adults have two places to go – work or further education. The sorry
9
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state of the economy languishing in the post-recession doldrums is just not generating enough jobs, so school leavers are opting to shelter in further education. The
hope of many youngsters is that they can ride out the country’s economic woes
while gaining qualifications to help them better compete for jobs.
The UK jobs market is in a state of flux after the recession. Around 2.5 million
people are chasing 600,000 vacancies.
With the abolition of the default retirement age in April 2011, figures suggest
half of those who would normally retire at 65 years old will work on for up to five
years.
The Department of Work and Pensions reckons this adds around 400,000 people
who would have been forced into retirement at 65 who will now stay in the jobs
market. The knock-on effect is fewer job openings will become available and
more people will chase them, leveraging more youngsters into further education
to improve their chances against older and more experienced workers.

Soaring costs may keep students at home
As some families tighten their belts as tuition fees and living costs increase, some
have speculated that some students on more general degree courses may take the
cheaper option of staying with mum and dad.
The reality is that for over a decade a proportion of students have chosen to live at
home, but the majority 75% or so, are likely to move away from home to study.
It is important to remember that students do not pay their tuition fees until they
graduate.

Corporates pulling back to London and big cities
Corporates aim to attract more affluent students from home and abroad, and to
build accommodation within easy reach of more established learning institutions.
This reduces investment risk as these universities are likely to continue to have a
10
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big demand for places. Reining in corporate competition to the capital leaves the
way open for private landlords to fill the accommodation voids in many lucrative
student rental markets.

Not enough student halls
Universities do not invest in student halls, and even if they had the money in
these times of government cuts and austerity, they could not build enough bed
spaces fast enough to fulfil demand. In fact, many universities are actively divesting themselves of halls to corporations like Unite Group in order to save management and repair costs.

Government policy
Since the 1990s, the government has encouraged more school leavers to go into
further education - including university degree courses. In only 2009, the government put cash behind their commitment by funding an extra 10,000 university
places.
The increase in tuition fees in England from the start of the 2012 academic year
– with the maximum rising from £6,000 a year to £9,000 – may well have some
impact on numbers from within the UK, but is unlikely to quell demand from
overseas.
Applications for university had increased by 3.5% on 2012 figures.

Increasing international student demand
The UK is seen as providing a first-class university education by the rest of the
world. Students from overseas already make up 18% of the market.
Demand from overseas is just as insatiable as that from within the UK, so the
likelihood is any downturn on UK student numbers is likely to be filled from
abroad.
11
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Changing planning policies
Many councils are under siege from residents complaining about the ‘studentification’ of some neighbourhoods close to universities. These councils are taking
on special planning controls to limit the number of shared houses for students in
some neighbourhoods.
The government is considering a fast-track planning amnesty on converting
disused commercial buildings into homes. Both these policies will have an impact
on where a student landlord can site a rental property. See Chapter 3 - Avoiding
HMO Horrors for more information about student house planning and licensing.

Britain’s Top University Towns and Cities
London is the UK’s biggest student letting market, with 40 leading higher education institutions offering courses to around 460,000 students from home and
abroad.
TABLE 1: Top university cities by student numbers
City

Student population

Market share

1

London

460,830

21%

2

Manchester

96,685

4%

3

Birmingham

72,575

3%

4

Leeds

64,990

3%

5

Glasgow

64,790

3%

6

Nottingham

63,560

3%

7

Sheffield

63,125

3%

8

Cardiff

61,945

3%

9

Edinburgh

57,850

3%

10

Liverpool

54,780

2%

Source: HESA student enrolments 2012-13
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TABLE 2: Student property average rents and yields
Studio
rent

En Suite
rent

Rental
change

Yield

London

£278

£210

8%

15%

Regional

£142

£102

4%

10.5%

£177.62

£112.18

2.17%

6.25%

England & Wales

Source: Student lettings review – Knight Frank September 2012

The capital takes 21% of the student market, dwarfing every other town and city.
Manchester lags behind in second, with three universities and the Royal Northern
College of Music, offering around 96,865 places to students, which equals 4% of
the UK total.
For key data on the UK’s university cities, see Appendix A: University Cities

Why Student Lets Top Other Property Investments
Student lettings led the way in property investment with increases in rents, property values and returns on investment in the past year. Overall, student landlords
enjoyed a remarkable 15% return in a financial year characterised by poor economic performance in most other industry sectors.
The latest student property survey for England and Wales, by estate agents Knight
Frank (September 2012), shows:
 Average student rents rose by 6%
 Average London rents rose by 8%, while rents for other university cities
in England and Wales increased by 4%
Yields in London almost doubled - from 8% in 2011 to 15% in 2012,
while those in the regions climbed around 4% to just over 10% - after a
slight fall the year before
13
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Where student lets outstrip other house prices
House price growth in student cities is outstripping increases in other locations
by up to 65%, while rental yields can hit as high as 10%. The figures come from
separate reports by Lloyds Bank and online property portal Globrix.
Both come to the conclusion that while student numbers are growing, accommodation is limited, as only one bed space was created for each eight new student
places at a university in 2009 – and the student population is still set to grow.
The Lloyds data shows half of the UK’s 72 student towns and cities had average
house price increases that outstripped regional growth by up to 65%. Three student house price hotspots were Aberystwyth, Aberdeen and Winchester.
Globrix pinpoints Glasgow as another student investment hotspot – and properties there already show a 10% net yield. What’s more, the city has no shortage of
students looking for a place to live, as the city has a choice of three universities.
Another point to note is Scottish degrees last four years instead of three in England, giving a potential extra year of income for each student.

Different Kinds Of Investment
Investing in student accommodation comes in several different types Direct

ownership
Active

purchase, ownership and management of letting property
Investing

in corporates
Buying

shares in listed or unlisted companies, like Unite plc
Investing

in funds
14
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The UK’s largest student landlord
Understanding the student letting market means understanding a little about the
country’s largest student landlord – Unite.
The organisation runs a slick marketing machine linked to cost-effective and attractive all-in packages for students. However, although Unite operates student
halls all over the UK offering thousands of beds, the core business is focused on
London and the management have indicated that they intend to develop exclusively in the capital in the short-term.
The firm has spent millions on marketing and, as a public company, reveals a lot
of corporate business thinking about student letting that is of interest to other
landlords. They should know what they are talking about with student halls valued
at £30 billion, offering 40,000 bed spaces to students at 50 universities.
Some of Unite’s strategies do not translate well to a smaller student letting business – but two policy mainstays are worth considering any location with two or
more further education institutions:

Unite is moving away from tying accommodation to universities in favour
of building near transport hubs. The key is to provide easy access to
multiple places of learning. This increases demand for student beds and
decreases reliance on the success of a single institution.

Selling student accommodation as a package rather than just renting
a room and leaving tenants to sort out the rest for themselves. Unite
offers broadband, wi-fi, cable TV and all-inclusive letting deals bundled
with utility bills and insurance.
Unite can negotiate discounts with suppliers and price as no-stress, no-hassle
packages for youngsters moving away from home for the first time who may have
apprehensions about striking out on their own.

15
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From

time to time, investment houses, banks and companies raise
money for student developments by inviting investors to lend money
over a fixed period of time in return for a guaranteed return.
Many of these investments are corporate bonds with a minimum buy-in value of
at least £10,000 at 5% over five years.
That means that the investor receives £500 interest each year and £10,000 back at
the end of the term. Different investors will have varied appetites for risk that will
govern their choice of how to invest in student letting.
TABLE 3: University cities with the largest house price increases
Average
House
Price
2001

Average
House
Price
2011

10-year
Average
House
Price
Change

Edinburgh

£194,943

£258,531

103%

Exeter

£101,313

£205,281

91%

£88,969

£169,871

90%

£154,826

£291,079

88%

Leicester

£79,006

£148,898

88%

Lancaster

£77,254

£142,331

84%

Sheffield

£70,229

£126,863

81%

Warwick

£76,159

£137,092

80%

St Andrews

£168,234

£299,606

78%

York

£101,096

£179,036

78%

Loughborough
Cambridge

Source: Lloyds Banking Group 2012
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Picking The Right
Rental Property
Focus

on your property X factor

Finding

a student let

Figuring

out if the investment stacks up

Tax-effective

property ownership

L

ocation, location, location is the catchphrase that comes to mind when
looking for a home, and this is doubly important when trying to find the
perfect student rental property. Sourcing student property can go against

the grain for property investors who do not realise the needs of their market.
Students do not want the same from a property as a married couple or family.
Nevertheless, a property investor has to bear in mind the same financial considerations, like buying a property that will appreciate in value over time and is the
right type of home in the right location.
In Chapter 1, the emphasis was on the market - where do students study, how
much rent do they pay and which university cities give the best property returns?
In this chapter, attention switches to the property and how to identify the right
home that is easily manageable while giving a good return on investment.
17
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Focus On Your Property X Factor
Do you really think those X Factor judges sit through thousands of auditions
from all those woeful hopefuls who can’t sing a note? Of course they don’t. They
have a panel that pre-auditions the contestants and they only see the best of the
bunch - mixed in with a few who are so awful they make us laugh.
Property investors need to adopt the same attitude to sourcing property to save
time and money.
Every university city has thousands of properties on the market - most of which
are totally unsuitable for student letting.
Sellers and estate agents are so desperate to shift property, they will bombard you
with details of properties that will never make a good student let.
You need to weed out those turkeys so you don’t waste time and money. The best
way to do this is to score properties offered to you - and dump those that do not
meet your pass mark.

Whatever anyone says, size does matter!
Students like to share in groups of generally three or more. Some student couples
look for smaller homes, but they are a minor percentage of the market and any
student landlord cut off from the mainstream demand to service a niche market is
severely restricting the chances of running a profitable letting business.
The profitability of a student let is determined by the number of bed spaces.
The number of bed spaces relates to:
Type

of property
Planning

regulations that govern the letting of shared houses
18
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The ideal student let sleeps at least three people, which puts many standard homes
with three bedrooms in the frame.
Some older two-bedroom Victorian or Edwardian terraces have spacious rooms
with high ceilings that convert easily into an extra bedroom to let a landlord
maximise income by easily fitting in an extra tenant - see page 28 for an explanation of yields and how to calculate them.
The problem is some city councils are looking to contain the spread of shared
housing with planning controls. These controls let councils dictate the number of
tenants for a student let.
See HMO Planning Permission on Page 36 for more information about shared house
planning permission.
Property that is too small can restrict a property business, but somewhere too big
can also cause landlords a headache.
Homes on large plots with extensive lawns and never-ending fences are expensive
to maintain. If you are a DIY landlord managing your own property, someone has
to cut those acres of lawns. You can bet that won’t be your student tenants.
Compact is better. A property with grounds and a number of bedrooms that
reflects the price of neighbouring homes is better than somewhere over-extended
on a tight plot, or a mansion sitting in rambling grounds.

Ironing out the costs of owning a flat
Flats often seem a sensible financial option, but they do come with drawbacks.
The freeholder will have to give permission to sublet, so you need a clause in the
lease or a written waiver from the block owner to rent to tenants.
This agreement could come with restrictions about letting to tenants.
19
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The running costs may seem cheaper, but flats are sometimes the more expensive
option when service charges and ground rents are added in. Check the lease for
the hidden costs of maintaining and upgrading the property.
Day-to-day expenses are generally covered in the service charge, the big repair
costs like a new roof, painting the outside of the block or replacing the windows
are not. These costs are generally calculated by taking the floor area of each flat as
a percentage of the block’s floor area and billing the leaseholders pro rata.
If your flat is 15% of the block’s floor area, and the external repair bill is £35,000,
your share of the cost is £5,250. Sometimes, the freeholder does not give you
a say in who carries out the work or whether an alternative quote would be a
cheaper option.
If flats have recently undergone refurbishment, you might not have to chip into
the repair pot for several years, but be wary of a run down block.
Many professional property investors prefer to control their costs by buying freehold houses rather than leasehold flats.

Calculating your budget
Setting a budget determines the size and location of your property. Realistically,
a property investor needs a deposit of 30% - 40% of a property’s value to find a
competitive mortgage interest rate.
Add to that a survey, legal costs and a mortgage arrangement fee of at least £1,000
and the extra expenses probably add up to more like 3% of the loan.
Don’t forget to work pre-letting costs into the budget - these include financing
the mortgage and bills until the first income starts rolling in; refurbishment and
redecoration costs and fitting the house out with furniture.
All in all, the cost of entry into the student lettings market is relatively high and
20
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if you do not have enough cash available, ask yourself whether setting your sights
lower might be more sensible.
This could mean buying a buy-to-let instead of a student let, or a joint venture
with a business partner who could share the risk and the cost.
See Figuring Out If An Investment Stacks Up on Page 27 for more about finance.

Location, location, location
This is positively the last time you’ll see the phrase in this book. Nevertheless,
although the phrase is overused and often misinterpreted, property location is an
important factor in any rental business.
All those tables and statistics in the previous chapter were aimed at giving a prospective student landlord the information for putting together a business plan.
That business plan should include an explanation of why a specific property
should work as a student let.
The smart money is pouring into student letting from corporate investors, and as
a small private investor swimming in the same pool as the sharks, you might do
well to look how they are spending.
The trend for student let development in cities with two or more universities is
not to tie the property to an institution but to site accommodation close to a
transport hub. This lets students from multiple learning centres live in the same
property.
The key is landlords are not so dependent on decisions made by a university that
can affect the letting market, like charging more for courses or reducing student
numbers.
In general, students like to live in a neighbourhood with other students within
easy distance or travel to campus and entertainment.
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Remember your Plan B
It’s easy to get caught up in the moment when investing in property, and not to
think long-term. Property is a long-term investment, and that means a minimum
of 10-15 years down the line.
But don’t forget the what if: like what if you have to sell early for some unforeseen
reason?
When choosing a property, factor a forced or quick sale into your calculations.
That means not buying a home that no one else would want to buy. An average
property in a nice location is better than a non-standard home in an odd location.

State of repair
Buying property that needs some tender love and care or a major refurbishment
comes down to budget.
If the state of repair of a property significantly reduces the price, the time and
money involved in reinstatement adds value, which makes the project worth
considering.
Some property investors are builders by trade, so this kind of project is more
suited to their skills. Others have problems changing a light bulb, so a big refurbishment would involve calling in tradespeople; which adds to the cost.
Some points to consider when looking at a rundown property are:
Cost

- Depending on the repair of the building, a refurbishment may
require more cash input than a property that needs redecoration.
Added

value - Check out the likely value at the end of the project
increases the property price. Show the plans to a valuer, not an estate
agent, for a professional view.
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Skills

- Managing a building project can be a daunting task, especially if
you are coping with a family and a day job
Downtime

- How long will a refurbishment take and will you miss the
student letting window for the next academic year?

Finding A Student Let
Finding property is not the problem. Plenty of sellers and agents with pound
signs in their eyes are only too pleased to find you that right property - for a price.
Work with them, because they might come up with the perfect student let, but
do not let them sway you from choosing the property you want within the budget you have set. All you have to do now is decide whether to stay local or look
further afield.

Location, location, location - part 2
OK, so I did say I would not wheel out that phrase again, but once a property
investor has decided to put money into a student let, the next decision is where to
buy.
As an investor, you may already live in a university city. That could make the decision easier - if the local market is saturated with student landlords and corporate
halls, then joining the frenzy to find tenants might not be a good idea.
If your city has an under supply of accommodation, then the way is clear to go
ahead. Budget may restrict investment choice.
The pound in your wallet might stretch a good deal further in a northern university city than in London or the Home Counties.
Long-distance property investment is strongly reliant on agents and other third
parties. Managing a refurbishment, out-of-term maintenance and general ad23
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ministration becomes a lot harder and costs more the further you live from your
property.
Grouping student lets or other investment properties close to home lets you benefit from economies of scale, and that quick inspection is not a three-day trip.
Hopefully, by now you have enough information at your fingertips to decide
where to look for your student let, so it’s a matter of zooming in on the area to see
what is for sale.

Searching the web
The internet has opened up a world of possibilities for property investors but,
although access to homes for sale is quick and easy, generally it is more of the
same as property ads are copied and recopied between media. With more than 30
popular web portals and thousands of estate agent websites, searching the internet
can take as much time as you want to spend.
Here’s a handy list of major property websites to save time:
Rightmove

(www.rightmove.co.uk) is the portal listing the most property and picks up the most page views
Other

web portals include Student Accommodation For Sale (www.studentaccommodationforsale.com), Globrix (www.globrix.com), Zoopla
(www.zoopla.co.uk) and findaproperty (www.findaproperty.com)
These sites cover around 90% or more of property for sale in the UK.

Dealing with estate agents
Don’t let the sharp suits and sales spiel fool you. Most estate agents know little or
nothing about your property business. Estate agents are sales people working for
the seller.
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They want to shift property on their books to earn commission and see you as a
prospect to convert to a customer.
At some point in the vast majority of sales, you will have to deal with an estate
agent to make viewing appointments and negotiate the buying price. Do not
disclose your hand to them.
Watch out for the older, more experienced estate agents who are knowledgeable
about their area and can offer genuine insight that could help your property business. The trouble is, these are few and far between.

Tracking the local press
Reading local papers probably won’t help you find a property - they are mostly
online anyway, but you can pick up information about an area.
Try scanning the paper’s website for ‘student’ or the local university for useful
information; like plans to expand the number of courses, planning issues and
noisy-neighbour disputes.

Hammering home the point about auctions
Most property investors think about buying at auction at some time, but this is a
bear pit where you need to fight for survival.
Yes, auctions can present some property bargains, but always think about why
a property is at auction. The two main reasons are the property is defective or a
repossession that can’t be sold by an estate agent.
A defective home is generally not mortgagable, so presents problems over financing that can make the deal expensive and stressful.
Alarm bells should also start ringing if a home doesn’t sell through the normal
channels. If you do buy at an auction, bear in mind these three tips:
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Thoroughly

check out any property you intend to bid on. Look for
structural defects and issues in the title, so team up with a builder and a
lawyer before the auction.
Arrange

your finance in advance. Most auction purchases require a 10%
deposit when the hammer goes down, with the rest due no more than
28 days later. Buyers that can’t complete could lose their deposit.
Many

property professionals have a bridging loan to secure the deal and
remortgage to get their money back after refurbishment.

Sourcing below market value leads
Property-sourcing firms are a comparatively new way to take the pain out of
finding homes to let. Property sourcers work in a similar way to estate agents, but
purport to find ‘below market value’ or ‘BMV’ homes that they package as investment deals.
These firms work with homeowners who are desperate to sell and try to arrange a
buying price of 30% BMV. The property sourcer then charges the buyer a fee for
the sales lead. These fees can add up to several thousand pounds.
The leads are generally exclusive private sales.
Property sourcing is a grey area. The transaction is perfectly legal, but the sellers
are prone to drop out as they have no commitment to a deal, are often in severe
financial difficulties and may face repossession.
Some investors have built large portfolios quickly by working with property
sourcers; others have not had such good experiences and have lost substantial
amounts of money to fraudsters and badly-run businesses.
Property sourcers are not regulated, so fees and deposits handed to them are not
protected.
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Figuring Out If An Investment Stacks Up
A property deal that stacks up is one where the finances show a potential profit.
Three simple calculations are good indicators of whether a property is worth
pursuing.

Rental yield
Yield is the financial return on capital invested. The formula is expressed as a percentage, and the higher the percentage, the better the return on investment.
Back on Page 13, Table 2 shows the average yields for student lets in England and
Wales as 8%.
That is the benchmark - a property yielding less is underperforming and one offering more is outstripping the market. Follow these steps to calculate rental yield:
Take

the annual rental income
Add

up the annual business expenses, like insurance, repairs and loan
interest
Subtract

expenses from income to give a net profit
Add

up your cash investment in the property - that’s the deposit and
annual expenses (from step 2 above)
Divide

the profit or loss (from step 3 above) by your cash investment
Multiply

by 100 to give a percentage
For example, you buy a student letting house for £165,000. The deposit was
£49,500 and the rental income is £13,340 a year.
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Rental

income = £13,340
Business

expenses = £7,500
Net
 profit = £5,840
Cash

investment = £57,000
Divide

profit by investment = 5,840/57,000 = 0.102
Yield

= 0.102 x 100 = 10.2%

Rent cover
Most banks and building societies lending to property investors stipulate rent
cover in their calculation for working out maximum borrowing levels. For example, rent cover of 125% means the monthly rent should clear the monthly interest
-only mortgage repayment by 25%. The interest rate varies between lenders, but
is generally 5%.
In our example of rental yield, the rent cover on borrowing of £115,500 at 5%
interest needs to be £481 a month. The rental income is £1,111 per month.
The formula is (Mortgage x Interest Rate%)/12.
If the monthly rental is less than the rent cover, the lender will reduce any
advance. For example, if the rent is £425 a month, maximum borrowing would
work out as £81,600:
Reduce

the rent to 100% of the mortgage repayment: £425/5 x 4 =
£340
Work

out the monthly mortgage interest: £340 x 12 = £4,080
Round up the mortgage interest to the amount borrowed: (£4080/5) x
100 = £81,600
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Regardless of the maximum loan-to-value on a property investment mortgage, the
actual borrowing is always limited to the rent cover.

Loan-to-value
Loan-to-value is the amount a mortgage lender will advance against the purchase
price of a property.
The trick in the tail is the mortgage offer will have a clause along the lines of ‘the
maximum loan to value is 75% of the purchase price or valuation, whichever is
the lowest’.
That means you can agree any purchase price you like, but the mortgage will be
based on the surveyor’s valuation.

Calculating an affordable property from your deposit
You can benchmark the rent cover and loan-to-value you need by working
backwards from the cash you have as a deposit. This test shows if you can afford a
property. For example, you have £90,000 available to buy and prepare a property
as a student let. From that £90,000, you will have to pay:
A
 cash deposit of around 30% loan-to value of the property price
Buying

costs, including stamp duty and legal fees, say £5,000
Lender’s

arrangement fee of around £1,000 - but this can be added to
the loan without affecting the borrowing
Refurbishment

costs, budget another £5,000
Furnishing

costs, say £3,000
Cash

reserve for unforeseen costs, say £5,000
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Running

costs until the property is let, say £3,500 to cover six months
without rent
All that adds up to £22,500 with the option of setting off the lender’s arrangement fee to the loan. That leaves £67,500 as a deposit from our original £90,000.
If £90,000 is 30% of the property value, then the maximum property price you
can pay is £90,000/30 x 100 = £300,000
The formula is: (Deposit/Loan-to-value x 100) x 100

Stacking up the investment
These four formulae are the stress-test calculations property professionals and
mortgage underwriters run to test whether your property deal stacks up within
the terms and conditions of the loan.
To stack up a property investment, you must know the market price of a property
and the likely rental return.
If you don’t, you can easily put offers in on property where the finances fail to
support the borrowing. The option then is to find a large deposit to make up the
mortgage shortfall or pull out and look for somewhere else.
The rent cover and loan-to-value tests should be applied to every property before
viewing to cut out deals that won’t stack up.

Tax-Effective Property Ownership
Tax planning is often a last gasp consideration, but should start at the time of
buying a property.
For individuals, the options are sole purchaser, buying as joint tenants or tenants
in common.
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When considering the best tax-effective ownership for a property, always look at
the bigger picture and how your decision will impact other tax issues.
Under English law, a property can have up to four joint owners.
The guidance here is general information, but always take independent advice
from an accountant before instructing your solicitor on how to proceed with the
conveyancing.
Deciding how to split property ownership at the start is cheaper than having to
revisit the decision in later years, as the cost is part of the conveyancing.

Sole ownership
If you are buying the property on your own, you do not have much choice about
setting up ownership - you are the sole owner, so any rental profits or capital gains
belong to you for tax.

Joint tenants
Each owner has an equal share of the property in a joint tenancy. The percentage
cannot change, so two owners have 50% shares, three 33% shares and four 25%
shares.

Tenants in common
If the owners do not allocate specific shares, then the default is equal shares, like
joint tenants.
Owners can split the share of a property how they wish, so four owners could
own a property 1%:1%:1%:97%.
Owning a property as tenants in common lets the owners income shift to save
tax.
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For unmarried partners, fixing the shares of ownership on buying a property beats
capital gains tax, because switching later could trigger a demand for cash from the
tax man.
For married partners, transfers of all or part of a property is exempt from capital
gains tax, so the percentages can be set when necessary to cut tax bills.
A point to watch when switching shares in a property is stamp duty. If a property
is mortgaged and equity is shuffled, then stamp duty might be due if the value of
the share is over the stamp duty threshold.

Taxes Affected By Income Shifting
Making a decision to alter the ownership of a property can have extensive tax
repercussions that might not come to light for many years. Here’s a list of the
major taxes that may change when income is shifted:

Income tax
Each taxpayer splits rental profits or losses pro rata their share of ownership, so
if a property makes a £5,000 rental profit and is owned 50:50 by a couple; each
pays income tax at their highest rate on 50% of the profits - in this case £2,500.
For a 40% taxpayer, that’s £1,000, while a 20% taxpayer would pay £500. Income shifting is easily demonstrated by altering the ownership shares to 80:20 in
favour of the lower rate taxpayer.
Now, the tax at 40% is £400 on £1,000, while the 20% taxpayer has a bill of
£800 on £4,000. Shifting the shares has reduced the tax bill from £1,500 to
£1,200 on the same profits.

Capital gains tax
Income shifting also impacts on capital gains tax (CGT). If our couple sold
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their rental property for a gain of £60,000 after reliefs and allowances, as 50:50
partners the tax would be £8,400 at 28% on £30,000 for the higher rate taxpayer,
while the lower rate partner would pay £5,400 at 18% on their £30,000 share.
That’s a total CGT bill of £13,800. But that 80:20 split applies to CGT as well as
income tax, so the adjusted calculation is £3,360 for the higher rate taxpayer and
£8,640 for the other partner, making a total CGT bill of £12,000.
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